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Introduction
The

general

frame into which this article fits is the

following:

Trees of projective lines (henceforth called TPL’s) arise in several natural ways
in the study of the boundary of the Deligne-Mumford compactification Mg of
the moduli space of curves, i.e. in relation with stable curves: Recall that a
stable curve (over a field k) is a connected projective curve C/k with at most
ordinary double points as singularities; moreover any irreducible component
of C that is isomorphic to P’ k has to meet the rest of the curve in at least three

points.

totally degenerate if all its irreducible components are
rational. Blowing up as many of the singular points of a totally degenerate
curve as possible without disconnecting it yields our first example of a TPL: a
connected projective curve with all components isomorphic to Pl such that the
intersection graph is a (finite) tree (the vertices of the intersection graph are the
components, the edges correspond to intersection points). Moreover the TPL
comes along with a marking: Each of the blown-up nodes determines a pair of
(distinct!) points on the TPL. In this way we get a finite map from the moduli
space B2g of stable 2g-pointed TPL’s to the subspace D. c Mg of totally
degenerate stable curves of (arithmetic) genus g. The B2g are smooth projective
rational varieties studied systematically in [GHP].
Infinite TPL’s arise when the uniformization theory of Riemann surfaces is
extended to stable curves (working over k C, now):
A stable

curve

is called

=

For example the universal covering of a totally degenerate curve C of genus g
is an infinite TPL on which the fundamental group of C (isomorphic to the
free group Fg of rank g) acts in a natural way.
Smooth Riemann surfaces of genus g also admit coverings with group of
decktransformations isomorphic to F,,: Schottky uniformization; here the
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covering
we

view

open dense subset of the Riemann sphere = Pt which
trivial TPL (but with nontrivial action of Fg!). It is shown in

space is
as a

an

[GH] that also all other stable curves of genus g may be represented as a
quotient of an open dense subset of a TPL by a discontinuous group
isomorphic to F., (the construction is, roughly speaking, a mixture of the two
"extreme cases" described above). Moreover it is shown in [GH] that both the
TPL and the F.-action can be recovered from the relative position (i.e. the
generalized cross ratios) of the fixed points of all (primitive) elements of Fg.
Thus using the fixed points as markings and extending the construction of B"
in [GHP] to infinite dimensions one obtains a (huge) moduli space containing
the "extended Schottky space", i.e. the space of Schottky uniformizations of
stable Riemann surfaces.
The goal of this paper is now to embed this construction in a more general
theory in the following way: We fix a (finitely generated) group rand ask for
the moduli space that classifies all possible r-actions on TPL’s that are stable
in some suitable sense. If such a moduli space exists (as a complex provariety,
say) we may consider the subspace of discontinuous actions with compact
quotient; it will classify the uniformizations of stable complex projective curves
by a group isomorphic to r. To classify r-actions on TPL’s we associate with
such an action a marking of the TPL on which the action takes place, i.e. a set
(in general infinite) of points on the TPL determined in some way by the action.
In that way we relate the classification of r-actions on TPL’s to that of stable
marked TPL’s which was carried out in [H].
In this approach several technical difficulties arise that necessitate careful
generalizations of the familiar notions: first, the fixed points of transformations
that act by translating the components are "end points" of the TPL. Hence we
have to work with TPL’s that are compactified by adding the end points. One
reason for the at first sight perhaps somewhat strange looking definition of a
TPL in Section 2 is to include such points.
Secondly, an infinite TPL is not a projective variety and, due to the end
points and also to the fact that a component may intersect infinitely many
others, not even a scheme. A fortiori, our moduli space cannot be expected to
be a scheme. But all occuring spaces turn out to be projective limits of
projective varieties (so-called provarieties). Therefore we shall work with
notions of TPL (and of intersection tree) that are stable under taking projective
limits.
Unfortunately the method sketched above of associating with a r-action on
a TPL the fixed points of the primitive elements only "works" for groups that
are (algebraically) close to free groups (the precise condition is that the
centralizer of any element different from the identity be cyclic). By this we mean
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that only for these groups we obtain in this way a bijection between stable
actions and stable markings. Even more unfortunate, we do not know of any
way of attaching stable markings to stable actions that would yield a bijection
for all finitely generated groups (and we doubt that such a method exists at
all). So we contend ourselves with the study of another natural assignment of
(stable) markings to stable r-actions: the marking of an (arbitrarily chosen)
r-orbit with trivial stabilizer. As we will show in Section 3 this yields a
bijection (even an equivalence of categories) for abelian groups r.
The most important step in the proof of this theorem is the following result
which is of some independent interest: If an abelian group acts on a compact
TPL then there is a common fixed point for the whole group (see Thm. 2.23
for precise statement and exceptions).
For the proof of this result we pass from a TPL to its intersection graph,
which is a tree. Since our TPL’s are projective limits of projective curves, the
intersection tree will also be a projective limit of usual trees. Therefore we first
introduce in Section 1 a category of trees that contains the usual trees of graph
theory, their projective limits, and also the A-trees investigated e.g. in [M]. The
fixed point theorem is first proved for these trees.
The fundamentals on trees and TPL’s were laid in [H]. We take here the
opportunity to supplement the definition of a TPL in [H] in order to assure
certain global topological properties that were tacitly assumed in [H] but
turned out not to be deducible from the axioms there.
In the last two sections we describe in some detail the moduli spaces for the
simplest cases, namely finite abelian groups, and the integers. Of course, a finite
group has only finitely many différent stable actions on TPL’s; more interesting
than the number of actions is the scheme structure on this moduli space
(determined explicitly in Section 5). The moduli space of stable Z-actions on
TPL’s is in Section 4 itself shown to be an (infinite and locally infinite) compact
TPL. The subset S1 of discontinuous actions with compact quotient consists
of the uniformizations of tori by an infinite cyclic group, i.e. in the form C*/q2
for some q with lql ~ 1.
The next group to be investigated would be Z2; here the corresponding
moduli space, which is a two-dimensional provariety, contains the usual
uniformizations of elliptic curves as quotients of the complex plane by a lattice
(all elements of 7L2 have to act parabolically, i.e. by translations). The irreducible components of this provariety are not all isomorphic to each other; in
particular the base component (corresponding to actions on a single P1) is itself
only a provariety, not a scheme (more precisely it is a P’x Pl blown up in
infinitely many points). Our results concerning this moduli space are very
incomplete, so we do not give details here.
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1. Trees and their

projective limits

As mentioned in the introduction we need a notion of "tree" that allows us to
treat projective limits of usual (finite) trees. One obvious phenomenon is that
between two vertices a and b in a projective limit of finite trees there may be
infinitely many edges. This suggests to replace the path between a and b by the
segment S(a, b), i.e. the set of all vertices and edges between a and b, and to
formulate axioms for the segments, which now are just subsets of the set V of
all vertices and edges. This idea is also used in the concept of a A-tree, see [M],
where a set of axioms different from ours is used (see Remark 1.2 for the

comparison).
Once working

with segments it is possible and even natural to drop the
distinction between vertices and edges, see [M] and [H]. That we keep here
this distinction is done with regard to intersection graphs of TPL’s, to be
introduced in Section 2 (Def. 2.13): they in a natural way have vertices
(components) and edges (intersections), and to have them separated is very
helpful in showing that a TPL in our definition is indeed the projective limit
of its finite sub-TPL’s. On the other hand, vertices and edges are not elements
of V of different nature: we only impose (see 1.1(a)(vi) below) the completely
symmetric condition that between any two vertices there is at least one edge,
and conversely, between any two edges there is at least one vertex. In particular
the "end point" of a segment may well be an edge.
1.1. DEFINITION.
A tree is a tripel (Vc, Vs, S) where:
Vc is a set (the set of vertices)
Vs is a set (the set of edges)
V:=Vs Vc is nonempty
S: V V ~ P(V) is a map with the

(a)

following properties:

(i) S(a, a) = {a}
(ii) a, b c- S(a, b)
(iii) S(a, b) S(b, a)
(iv) ce S(a, b) implies S(a, b) S(a, c) u S(c, b)
(v) For all a, b, c ~ V there is a unique u p(a, b, c)e V such
=

=

=

p is called the median of a, b and

(vi)
S(a,

that

c

If a, b are different elements of VS, then S(a, b) ~
If a, b are different elements of Vc, then S(a, b) n
b) is called the segment between a and b.

Vc ~ 0
Vs ~ 0
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is a subtree of (Vc, V , S), if it is a tree, Us ~ Vs, Uc ~ Vc and
has S’(a, b) S(a, b) n U
b’a, b E
is
called
finite, if V is a finite set
(Vc, VS, S)
A morphism ~:(Vc,Vs,S) ~ (Uc,Us,S’) is a map lp: V -+ U with
(p(S(a, b» = S’(~(a), 9(b» for all a, be V
~ is an isomorphism if ~(Vs)
Us, ~(Vc) U, and lp: V - U is bijective.

(b) (U c’ us, S’)
U

(c)
(d)

(e)

one

=

=

=

(One could give a definition of morphism such that a bijective morphism fulfills
the condition of (e), but it would be rather complicated and unnecessary for
our purpose.)
We will usually denote a tree (Vs, Vc, S) just as the set E
1.2. REMARK. We want to show that the category of trees just defined
contains the A-trees in the sense of [M] (for a totally ordered abelian group
A) and hence in particular the graph theoretical trees (for A Z); this last
statement is already shown in [H], Lemma 2.1.
=

PROPOSITION. Let V be a
and (iii).
(a) then (iv) and (v) implies

set

and S: V x

VH9(V) a

map

satisfying (i), (ii)

(iv’) for any a, b, c in V, S(a, b) n S(a, c) S(a, d) for some d E V
(v’) for any a, b, c in V with S(a, b) n S(a, c) = {a}, S(a, b) u S(a, c) S(b, c)
(b) if moreover S(a, b) is a A-segment for any a, b ~ V, then (iv’) and (v’) implies
(iv) and (v).
=

=

REMARK. It is possible (though may be somewhat artificial) to endow any
A-tree T with a structure T
lli w Tc satisfying (vi).
Proof. (a) to show (iv’) let d y(a, b, c). Then S(a, d) c S(a, n S(a, c); conversely let xe S(a, b) n S(a, c). If xe S(b, c), then x d by (v), so let x e S(b, c).
Assume x e S(a, d) then by (iv) x E S(d, b) n S(d, c) c S(b, c), a contradiction.
To show (v’), note that by (v) a 03BC(a, b, c) ~ S(b, c), whence by (iv)
=

b)

=

=

=

S(a, b) u S(a, c) S(b, c).
(bxiv) is a defining property of a A-segment. For (v) let 03BC ~ V such that
S(a, b)nS(a, c) S(a, y), and similarly S(a, b)~S(b, c) S(,u’, b); S(a, c)nS(b, c)
= S(a, 03BC").
Now S(03BC, p’ ) n S(03BC, Jl") c S(a, b) n S(a, c)
S(a, p); but the intersection is
also contained in S(03BC, b), hence is equal to {03BC}. Then it follows from (v’) that
Jl c- S(03BC’, 03BC"). By symmetry we also have M’c- S(03BC, Jl") and Il’’ c- S(03BC, 03BC’), hence all
three coincide, as all segments are A-segments.
=

=

=

=

1.3. PROPOSITION. For a finite subtree U of a tree V there exists a
(canonical) morphism nv: V ~ U such that 03C0|U idu. 03C0VU is called the projection
from V onto U.
=
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Proof.

For x ~ V, let

Ux:= {y ~ U|S(x,y) ~ U

=

{y}},

then

Ux =1= 0

as U is

finite.

(1) Ux = {y}:Set 03C0VU(x):=y
(2) Ux = {y1, y2} ~ S(y1,y2) ~ U = S’(y1, y2} {y1, y2}
~ w.l.o.g. y1 ~ Uc, y2 ~ Us (condition (vi)), let 03C0VU(x):= y2
If
(3) yl, Y2’ Y3 E Ux are all distinct then x Jl(Yl’ y2, Y3) ~ x
Then 03C0VU is a morphism of trees.
=

=

1.4. PROPOSITION. U

~

U’

~

~ U ~

Ux

=

M’

V finite subtrees ~ 03C0VU = 03C0U’U 03C0VU’.

Proof. Easy computation.
1.5. DEFINITION. V a tree, V:= system of finite subtrees. Then V is a
projective system (Prop. 1.4). Let every finite subtree have the discrete topology, then V := V is a topological space.

For

x

=

(xU)U~V, y (yU)U~v ’et:
=

1.6. PROPOSITION. With the notation

of Definition 1.5 one has:
(i) (Vc, Vs, S) is a tree
(ii) V is a compact topological space
(iii) There is a canonical injective map i: V - V with dense image; this induces
a topology on JI:
(iv) Every morphism of trees is continuous.
(v) 03BC: V x V x V ~ V is continuous.
(vi) For U ~ v let nu: V ~ U be the projection; then nu 03C0VU as defined in
Proposition 1.3.
(vii) S(a, b) is closed for all a, b c- V
Proof.
(i) + (vi) + (vii) are easy to prove, one only needs the fact, that every finite
=

subset of V is contained in a finite subtree.
(ii) + (iii) hold by definition.
(iv) Let cp: V ~ V’ be a morphism of trees. If U’ c V’ is a finite subtree, then
one can find a finite subtree U c il and a morphism : U ~ U’ such that

As every

morphism of finite trees is continuous this shows that lp is continuous.
(v) As y is continuous for every finite tree, the argument is the same as in (iv).

1.7. DEFINITION. A tree V is called compact if V = V.
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We

now

point.

proof that every automorphism of a compact tree has a fixed
we need some technical results, which are obvious for finite

want to

For this

trees.

1.8. PROPOSITION. V

a,b,c,d~V,b~c, c E S(a, b), b~S(c,d) ~

tree;

a

b, ce S(a, d).
1.9. COROLLARY.

Proof. (Prop.1.8). 03BC:= p(a, c, d), if c e S(a, d) then 03BC ~ c, 03BC c- S(c, d)
S(c, b) u S(b, d), as b c- S(c, d).
(1) 03BC ~ S(b, c)
ce S(a, b) ~ c
p(a, b, c)
Il e S(a, c) by definition, S(a, b) S(a, c) u S(c, b), as ce S(a, b) + p e S(a, b) =&#x3E;
c
Il ~ S(a, b) n S(a, c) n S(b, c) = {03BC(a, b, c)l = {c} ~ 03BC
as
above.
Now
ce S(a, b)
and
S(a, Jl)
(2) e S(b, d) =* y b
~
~
n
n
~
c
03BC ~ S(a, c)
c, y S(a, c) S(a, p) S(c, p)
M.
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

1.10. COROLLARY.

S(a, b)

=

S(c,d) ~ {a,b} = {c, d}.

1.11. PROPOSITION.

Proof.
S :=
as

Let

S(b, c) u S(c, d) u S(d, b)

Jl2

=

M(b, c, d),

=

S(b,Jl2) US(C,Jl2)U S(d, P2)

=

SUS2US3’

then 03BC1, M3 eS. As

03BC2 unless all Mi are elements of the same SiIt follows easily from Corollary 1.9 that the median of such "collinear"
points is one of the points.

Jl

=

1.12. THEOREM. Let V be a compact tree, cp: V - V a bijective morphism,
o =1= F c V closed such that g(F) F and F is closed under taking medians.
Then there exists p c- F such that ~2(p) p and S( p, 9(p» n F = {p, ~(p)}.
=

=
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1.13. LEMMA. Theorem 1.12 is true for V

S(a, b), a, b c- F.
Proof. S(cp(a), cp(b» ~(V) = S(a, b) (Corollary 1.10) {~(a), ~(b)} = {a, bl.
If cp(a) a take p a. If 9(a) = b, 9(b) a let Z {z ~ F|03BC(a, z, cp(z» zl. Z is
closed because cp and y are continuous and V is a Hausdorff space.
CLAIM 1. x, y ~ Z ~ F ~ S(x, y) ~ Z.
Proof. z E S(x, y) n F, w.l.o.g. p(a, x, y) x, i.e. xeS(a, y), then cp(y) eS(y, b),
because y ~ S(a, cp(y» by definition of Z. zeS(x, y) c S(a, y) because xeS(a, y) ~
(p(z) E S(~(y), b) c S(y, b). So z e S(a, y), cp(z) e S(y, b) ~ 03BC(a, z, (p(z» = z.
=

=

=

~

=

=

=

=

=

For zeZ

one

F = Z ~ ~(Z).
M :=

has cp2(z)eZ and for z ~ Z
For z E Z let Mz = S(z, ~(z)) ~

has
then

one

F,

cp(z)eZ, therefore
Mz is closed. Let

~zEZ Mz.

~ Mz, c Mz. If z’ =1= z, g(z) one has M z’ =1= Mz.
Proof. S(a, b) S(a, z) S(z, cp(z)) u S(cp(z), b) =: S1 u S2 U S3 and S 1 n S2
{z}, S2 ~ S3 = {~(z)}, S1 ~ S3 = ~ if z ~ ~(z). z’ ~ S2 ~ z’ ~ S1 ~ ~(z’) ~ S3. If
~(z’) ~ S2 ~ ~(z’) ~ S1 ~ 03BC(a, z’, ~(z’)) = g(z’) ~ z’e Z (as z’ =1= cp(z’». M z’ =1= Mz
because otherwise S(z, cp(z») = S(z’, (p(z’» ~ {z, ~(z)} = {z’, ~(z’)} (Cor. 1.10).
Therefore Mz c Mz, or Mz, c Mz dz, z’ e Z.
CLAIM 2. z, z’ e Z, z’ e Mz
u

=

=

CLAIM 3. M ~ Z ~ ~.
Proof. If M ~ Z = Qf one has z1,...,zn ~ Z such that
S(a, b) is compact and Mzi, Z are closed ~ Mzio n Z
Mz c Mz, or Mz, c Mz ~ z, z’ ~ Z, but zio ~ Mzio n Z.
For zo e M n Z one has

CLAIM 4.

cp2(ZO)

=

=

Qf for

some

io,

as

ZO.

Proof. ~(z0)~S(z0, b), as z0 ~ Z ~ ~2(z0) ~ S(~(z0), a)
(1) ~2(z0) C S(zo, cp(zo» M Zo
=

(2) cp2(ZO) E S(a, zo)

~ni=1 Mzi ~ Z = ~, as

=

S(a, z0) u S(zo, cp(zo».
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CLAIM 5. Mzo
{z0, ~(z0)}.
Proof. Let z’c- S(z , ~(z0)) n F - cp(z’) ~
z’ ~ Z or ~(z’) c- Z so Mz. Mzo or M~(z’)
the latter case z’
9- l(z.) = cp(zo).
=

S(~(z0), ~2(z0))
M zoe Then z’

=

=

=

=

S(z0, cp(zo)).

Zo

or

cp(z’)

=

Now
zo. In

D

=

Proof (Theorem 1.12): Let x E F. If x ~(x) take p x. If x cp2(X) use
Lemma 1.13 for V S(x, 9(x». Otherwise let y:= M(x, 9(x), ~2(x)), then
y = 03BC(y, ~(y), ~2(y)) E {y, (p(y), ~2(y)} (Prop. 1.11).
(1) 03BC = cp(y)
=

=

=

=

CLAIM.

~n(y) converges to some yo E F.
Proof (~n(y)n~N has an accumulation point yo c- F, as F is compact. If there
is another one y’0 ~ yo let Mn:= 03BC( Yo, y, 0cpn( y)) ~ F; then yo, y’ 0 are
accumulation points of (03BCn)n~N, as y is continuous and Il(Yo, Yo, Yo) Yo,
M(yo, yi, Yo) yi. Now for n m
=

=

because

{03BC(a, b, z)|z e S(x, x’)}

S(03BC(a, b, x), 03BC(a, b, x’)). (Take a yo, b Yo,
x
~n(y), x’ = ~m(y) and use (*)).
If S( yo, y’0) ~ {y0, y’0} take a e S(y0, y’0), a ~ y0, Yo. Then S( yo, a), S(a, y’0) are
closed so one can choose open neighborhoods U(y0), U’(y’0) such that
U(y0) n S(a, y’0) ~, U’(y’0) ~ S(a, y0) = 0. If 03BCn, 03BCm ~ U(y0), then
=

=

so

=

=

=
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yo is an accumulation point of (03BCn)n~N and hence there are infinitely many
m with 03BCm~U(y0).
If S(y0, y’0) = {y0, y’0} then with the same argument as above 03BCm =
yo and therefore ~(y~) = yo.
y0 ~m mo. So
as

(~n(y))n~N

(2) 03BC=y

1.8 one can deduce, that lp2(y)e S( y, lp4(y». Using Part 1
has a fixed point a. Let b
~(a) ~ ~(S(a, b)) S(lp(a),
Lemma 1.13 shows the theorem in this case.

Using Proposition
shows, that

lp(b»
(3) M

lp2

S(b, a),

=

lp2(y). Replace lp by lp -

so one can use

so

=

=

=

then

Part 2.

1.14. THEOREM.

1:1

Every automorphism cp:

V ~ V

of a compact tree has a fixed

point.

Proof. Theorem 1.12 gives us a pe V such that S( p, ~(p)) = {p, 9(p)l. If p c- V,
(resp. Vc) then ~(p) ~ Vs (resp. Vc) by definition of isomorphism and
S( p, cp(p» n Vc (resp. S( p, cp(p» r) Vs) ~, so by condition (vi) of Definition 1.1
we get p
cp(p).
=

=

1.15. THEOREM. Let r be a commutative group acting on a compact tree V
then there exist p, p’ e V such that S( p, p’) = {p, p’l and
all
03B3({p,p’}) {p,p’} for 03B3 ~ 0393. If 0393 acts by automorphisms we have p p’.
Proof. If there exist yo c- r, a, b c- V, a ~ b, yo(a) b, yo(b) a, S(a, b) = {a, bl,
then 03B3({a, bl) = {a, bl ’v’ye r, because:

by bijective morphisms
=

=

=

Let

a’ = 03B3(a), b’ = 03B3(b)
yo(b’) a’, so

then

03B30(a’) = 03B3° 03B30° 03B3-1(a’)

=

=

03B3 03B30(a)

= 03B3(b) = b’

and

=

Let p 03BC(a, b, a’) E S(a, b) = {a, b}. w.l.o.g. Jl a ~ a c- S(a’, b) ~ yo(a) =
b c- S(yo(a’), 03B30(b)) S(b’, a) - (Prop. 1.8) a, b, c- S(a’, b’) = {a’, b’l.
If no such yo exists, let Fy = {p ~ V|03B3(p) pl, then one can apply Theorem
=

=

=

=

1.12,

so

F., :0 0.
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03B31,...,03B3n ~ 0393 such that ~n-1i=1 F03B3i F ~ 0 and
F ~ Fyn
0, as Fy is compact. Now Yn fixes F as r is commutative so Theorem
1.12 gives us a p ~ F such that
If

ny Fy

=

0

one can

find

=

=

and

03B32n(p) = p.
If p ~ 03B3n(p)

03B32n(q) = q

The case q ~

But

then

by

Lemma 1.13

one can

find

q ~ S(p, 03B3n(p))

such that

and

Yn(q) is already done so let q = Yn(q). 03B3i(q)~S(p, 03B3n(p)) so w.l.o.g.

03B3n03B3i(q) = 03B3i°03B3n(q) = yi(q) so 03B3i(q)~S(p,q) ~ S(03B3n(p),q) = {q}, so q E F and

F ~ F03B3n ~ ~.
1.16. REMARK. Note that for the trees considered here the situation is

more

complicated than for A-trees because Fy need not be "connected". In particular
Lemma 12 of [M] does not hold for non commuting automorphisms.
Moreover in general Fy is not a subtree of V, as condition (vi) of Definition
1.1 is not fulfilled by Fy.
1.17. DEFINITION.

For a, b ~ V let

nSCa,b)(r):= p(a, b, r).
The following result will

03C0S(a,b): V ~ S(a, b)

be defined

by

be used later:

1.18. LEMMA.
(1) 7tS(a,b) is a projection onto

S(a, b) =: S.

continuous

(2) ns is
(3) Let y,ber, r abelian and y(a)
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial; to
a’ = Jl(a, b, 03B4(a)) and

03B4(b))BS(a’,b’),
=

{b’}.

so

a,

=

=

=

then

S(a’, b’) a’.
S(03B4(a), a’) u S(a’, b’) u S(b’, 03B4(b)) and 03B4(S)BS S(03B4(a),
03C0S(03B4(S)BS) = {a’,b’}, as 03C0S(S(03B4(a),a’) = {a’}, 03C0S(S(b’, 03B4(b))

If a’ b’ then 03C0S(03B4(S))
If a’ =1= b’ then b(S)
=

y(b) b; p ~ 03C0S(03B4(S)BS) ~ 03B3(p) p
prove (3) let a’ = ns(b(a»), b’
03C0S(03B4(b));

=

=

=

=

=
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2. Trees of

projective lines and intersection trees

To understand the definition of a TPL below recall that we want the category
of TPL’s to be closed under projective limits. Since a projective limit of
projective curves is almost never a scheme we have to define TPL’s as locally
ringed spaces with certain properties. Later (Lemma 2.19) we shall show that
any TPL is open and dense in a provariety, i.e. a projective limit of projective
curves (see [H], Section 1 for some basic properties of provarieties).

2.1. EXAMPLE. Consider the

following projective limit of finite TPL’s:

This is to be understood as follows:
the "end point" p1 is an irreducible component; the local ring at pconsists
only of the constant functions
the middle part is a chain of P1-components.
every neighbourhood of pi (resp. p2) contains infinitely many P1-components of the middle part.
nevertheless P2 is a smooth point on L.
-

-

-

-

Due mainly to the presence of points like pand P2 in TPL’s, the’ definition of
the intersection graph of a TPL is much more subtle than in the finite case,
and we avoid it in our definition of a TPL. Instead we characterize the tree-like
nature of a TPL in terms of the segments S(x, y) (see Definition 2.2(a)(iv) and
(v) below); thus the following definition somewhat parallels that of a tree in 1.1:

2.2. DEFINITION.
(a) Let k be a field;

a connected locally ringed space (C, (9) over k is called a
of projective lines (T PL) over k if:
(i) for any closed point x E C, the local ring (9c,x is isomorphic to k, k[t](t)
or (k[s,
t]/(s·t))(s,t).
(ii) every irreducible component of C is isomorphic to P1k or Spec k. The

tree

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

union of the P1-components is dense in C.
For any x E C, CB{x} has at most two connected components.
For x, y e C the intersection S(x, y) of all closed connected subsets of C
containing x and y is connected.
ce S(a, b), a e S(b, c), b E S(a, c) =&#x3E; a, b, ce L, L component of C.
Let D be a connected component of CBS(x, y), then D n S(x, y) is a

single point.
(vii) every connected component

of an open set is open.
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(b)
(c)

A closed point x E C is called special, if CB{x} is not connected.
A point x e C is called an endpoint of C, if OC,x ~ k and CB{x} is connected.

2.3. REMARK. Properties (vi) + (vii) control the global topology of C. Without them there are some strange examples of locally ringed spaces C such that
Lemma 2.20 (resp. Prop. 5 of [H]) is not true.
In Example 2.1, p1 is an end point; the special points are P2 and the
intersection points of P1-components.
2.4. DEFINITION. For X, Y c C let S(X, Y) S(X ~ Y) be the intersection
of all closed connected subsets of C containing X v Y. S(X, Y) is called the
segment between X and Y It is easy to see that one has:
=

2.5. LEMMA:
In the first

ringed

S(X, Y) is connected.

place,

spaces; but

morphism of TPL’s is simply a morphism of the locally
as in [H], Section 3, we shall only consider contractions:

a

2.6. DEFINITION. A (contraction) morphism of TPL’s C, C’ is a morphism
C - C’ of locally ringed spaces satisfying
(i) for each P1-component L of C, ni C is either constant or an isomorphism

03C0:

onto

n(L)

for each P1-component L’ of C’ there is at most one
such that 03C0(L) L’.
We now want to define the intersection tree of a TPL.

(ii)

P1-component L of C

=

For this

we

need

some

topological pathologies

technical results,
around.

2.7. LEMMA. For a, b ~ C there is
that 03C0|S(a,b)
idS(a,b).One has:

a

mainly

to show that there are no

unique morphism 7rS(a,b): C ~ S(a, b) such

=

connected component, then by property (vi)
pD. Let nIS(a,b) idS(a,b), then n is defined everywhere and it is easy to see that n is continuous (using property (vii) of
Definition 2.2). The formula holds by definition of 03C0S(a,b) and S.
Uniqueness follows from the fact that by Definition 2.6 03C0S(a,b) must be
constant on any P1-component of CBS(a, b).

Proof.

CBS(a, b)
= {pD}. Let nID

Let D

D ~ S(a, b)

c

a

=

=

2.8. LEMMA. x e S(a, b) ~ S(a, b) S(a, x) u S(x, b). Let X
S(a, x) n S(x, b),
In
latter
C.
the
case clearly
then X
{x} or X L, where L is a component of
x ~ L.
Proof. " c ": S(a, x) u S(x, b) is a closed connected set containing a and b.
"=3": S(a, b) is a closed connected set containing a, b and x.
=

=

=

=
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Let L c X be a component, then S(a, L) n S(L, b) c X.
Let x E S(a, L), then S(a, x) c S(a, L) c S(a, x), so S(a, x)
S(a, L). We first
want to prove that x E L. If a E L, then S(a, L)
L. Suppose a, x e L. Let D be
the connected component of CBS(L, L) CBL with a c- D, then DBD c L and
D n L ~ 0, so D u L is a closed connected subset of C containing a and
=

=

=

L. ~ x~S(a,L) ~ D ~ L ~ x~D ~ S(a,x) ~ D. ~ L ~ D and LnD = {point},
so

L is

a

Let p

component isomorphic

=

7rS(.,L)(a),

then

to

p ~ S(x, L),

Spec k.
and

by Lemma 2.7. So by property (v) of Definition 2.2
L E S( p, x), p E S(x, L) ~ p, x, L ~ L’, L’ component of
x

=

p

=

L. So for every component L

c

X

we

we

get: x ~ S’(L, p),

C ~ L’
know that x ~ L.

=

L and

x’=(generic point of L) ~ X. ~ S(a, x) = S(a, L) = S(a, x’), S(x, b) =
S(x’, b) and S(a, x’) ~ S(x’, b) X. Using the first part for x’ we get that X L.
Take

=

2.9.

=

LEMMA. al, a2, a3 e C, X S(al’ a2) r. S(a2’ a3) r. S(a3, al). ~ X is a component of C or X is a single point.
Proof Let S(ai’ aj) Sij. Assume S 12 ~ S 13 ~ S23 0. Let T12 S 12 r. S23’
T13 = S13 ~ S23, then T12 ~ T13 = ~. T12 ~ T13 = (S12 ~ S13) ~ S23. S12 ~ S13
is a closed connected subset containing a2 and a3 ~ S23 ~ S12 ~ S13.
~ (S12 ~ S13) ~ S23 = S23 = T12 U T13 is not connected.
Let S = S12 ~ S13 ~ S23 ~ ~. It is easy to see that for x, y ~ S one has
S(x, y) c S. If x ~ y then S(x, y) contains a component L of C. By Lemma 2.8
one has:
Sij S(ai, L) ~ S(L, aj) and S(ai, L) ~ S(L, aj) L. Using Lemma 2.8
=

=

=

one can

=

=

=

compute that

2.10. LEMMA.

x ~ S(a, b), x ~ a, b, S(a, b)B{x} not connected ~ x is special.
Proof. CBS(a, b) = Uiel Di, where Di are the connected components.
S(a, x) n S(x, b) = {x}, as S(a, b)B{x} is not connected.
Let
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and

Then CBS(a, b) is the disjoint union of
connected subset of S(a, b)B{x}

closed connected subsets of
It follows that CB{x}

are

Da, Db

and

is

Dx. S(a, x)B{x}

a

closed

CB{x}.

Da U Db U UielxDi are the connected components of
Of
course
and
Da
Db are nonempty, hence x is special. (Property (iii)
CB{x}.
=

of Definition 2.2 shows

moreover

that

Ix

=

0).

2.11. COROLLARY. Let x ~ C with local ring k. Then: x is an

endpoint of

C ~ (x ~ S(a, b) ~ x ~ {a, b}).
Proof. "~": Suppose x ~ {a, b}. S(a, x) ~ S(x, b) = {x} by Lemma 2.8, so
S(a, b)B{x} is not connected. By Lemma 2.10, CB{x} is not connected, so x is
endpoint.
Suppose CB{x} = C1 ~ C2 are the connected components. Choose
then
ai ~ Ci,
x ~ S(a1, a2) as x ~ {a1, a2}. It follows from property (vi) of
2.2
that Ci = Ci ~ {x}, so Ci n S(a1, a2) Ci n S(a1, a2). ~
Definition
S(a1, a2) = [C1 ~ S(a1, a2)] U [C2 n S(a , a2)] is not connected.
not

an

"G":

=

2.12. COROLLARY. x E C with local ring

(k[x, y]/(xy))(x,y) ~ x is special.

2.13. REMARK. The reverse statement of Lemma 2.10 is not true. In
2.1 the point P2 is special, but S(L1, L2)B{p2} is connected.
Now

we can

define the intersection tree of a TPL:

2.14. DEFINITION. Let C be

is defined in the

a

TPL

over

k. The intersection

following way:

Vc = {P1-components of C}

VS

=

{x ~ Clx is speciall u {x ~ C 1 x is an endpoint}

tree

Example
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For X, YeV(C) let

where

and

x~ A(X, Y) ~ S(X, Y)B{x} is

not connected.

2.15. EXAMPLE. Let C be the TPL of Example

2.1, then

T(C) = (Vc(C), Vs(C), Sc) is a tree.
Proof. Properties (i)-(iii) of Definition 1.1 are trivial, properties (iv) and (v)
are shown by Lemma 2.8 resp. Lemma 2.9.
To show (vi) let a, be Vs(C): Let X be an irreducible component of S(a, b). If
X ~ P1k, then X is a component of C, so X ~ SC(a, b) n V, (C). Suppose every
irreducible component of S(a, b) is a point. Suppose X
{x} and x ~ L, L a
n
x
is
so
of
C.
special by Lemma 2.10 and
S(a, x) S(x, b) = {x},
P1-component
are
the
connected
where
components. Lemma 2.10 also
Di
CB{x} Dl u D2,
shows that w.l.o.g. a ~ D1, b ~ D2, also w.l.o.g. LB{x} c D1. Let Z
D1BL ~ (LB{x}), then Z {z}, as D1is connected and by property (vi) of 2.2.
Now L ~ S(a, z), as S(a, z) c D1BL, L gl S(a, x) but S(a, x) u S(a, z) is a connected closed subset containing x and z, so S(x, z) c [S(a, x) u S(a, z)] n
2.16. PROPOSITION.

=

=

=

=

is not connected.
This shows that we can assume that every x e S(a, b), x ~ a, b is a component
of C. Let 03C0 03C0S(a,b), then 03C0-1(x) = {x}, by property (iii) of 2.2. S(a, b)B{a, bl
is open in S(a, b), so 03C0-1(S(a,b)B{a,b})= S(a,b)B{a,b} is open in
C ~ CBS(a, b) u {a, b} is closed in C. As this set is dense by property (ii) of 2.2
we know that CBS(a,b) ~ {a,b}
C or S(a, b) = {a, b}. Then S(a, b) is not
connected and the first part is shown.

L

=

{x, z}

=

=

Let L1, L2 ~ Vc(C), L1 ~ L2.
CBL1 with D ~ L2 ~ ~,
D n L1 - {x} and xES(L1,L2), S(L1, x) ~ S(x, L2) = S(L1, x) ~ L2 = {x},
is special and xe SC(L1, L2).
Let

D = connected

component

of

then
so x
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2.17. REMARK. The map C ~
Proposition 4.
2.18. DEFINITION. Let V

=

T(C)

is functorial. This is shown in

(VS, Vc, S)

a

tree,

ve

V, v is called

an

[H],

endpoint of

V if ~a, b ~ V 03C5 ~S(a, b) ~ 03C5 ~ {a, b}.
2.19. LEMMA. Let U c T(C) be a finite subtree of T(C) such that every
endpoint of U is in Uc. Then there is a finite TPL Cu with intersection tree U
and a projection 7r: C - Cu such that T(n): T(C) ~ T(CU) U is equal to 03C0U as
defined in 1.3.
Proof. As U is finite and every endpoint of U is a vertex, U is an ordinary
tree. So it is easy to find a finite TPL Cu with intersection tree U. U, c V so
one can identify the P1-components of Cu with P1-components of C.
To define n : C ~ Cu let L be a component of C. If L 6 U, let 03C0 be given by
the identification of the P1-components. If L ~ U, let v = 03C0U(L) ~ U. If v e U,,
then v corresponds to a special point in Cu, let 7r(L) ~ v. If v L’e Uc, let
D c C be the connected component of CBL’ with L ~ D ~ 0, then
D n L = {p}. Let 03C0(L) p. It is easy to prove that this is the right n.
=

=

=

2.20. LEMMA. Let WT(C) be the set of all finite subtrees U
U has only endpoints in U,. If C is a compact TPL then

Proof.

The

proof is

the

same as

that of

Proposition

5 in

of T(C)

such that

[H].

2.21. PROPOSITION. Let C be a compact TPL, then T(C) is compact.
Proof. Let us first assume that C has no endpoints. In this case

any finite subtree U of T(C) is contained in a finite subtree U’ such that
every endpoint of U’ is in U’c, as every endpoint of T(C) is in Vc(C). The

as

morphisms 03C0U: C ~ CU
get a morphism

induce

morphisms T(nU): T(C) ~ T(Cu)

By definition of T(C) we know that
shows that 0 is injective.
To show that 0 is surjective, let E
As C is compact C

=

=

U,

so we

0 is bijective on Vc(C). Proposition 1.6(iii)
=

{03C5 ~ T(C)lv is endpoint}, then E ~ Vc(C).

ULl,L2EE S(L1, L2). Let T(E) UVl,V2EE SC(03C51, v2) c T(C).
=
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Vc(C) it is easy to see that T(E) T(C). Let x (xU)U ~T(C)
~ T(C)BVc(C), then there are 03C51, 03C82 ~ E such that x ~ SC(03C5, 03C52). Let 03C51, 03C52
correspond to L1, L2 and let C’ S(L1, L2) then T(C’) SC(Vl,V2) and
As E

c

=

=

=

=

This shows that we can reduce the problem to chains C’, where a chain is a
TPL with components L1, L2 such that S(L1, L2) = C’. In this case let
T(C’) {U ~ T(C’)|L1, L2 ~ U}, then
=

and

Let x = (xU)U~’T(C’) ~ T(C’)BV(C’) then by construction
Therefore xu corresponds to a point pu e Cu, and clearly

xU ~ Us ~ U ~ ’T(C’).

If p is a special point of C’ then p corresponds to x and x E T(C’), so assume
p is not special. In this case there is a P1-component L c C’ with p ~ L, p a
smooth point on L. Let U c T(C’ ) a finite subtree such that UC’ = {L1, L, L2},
is not a special point
then
C’ - Cu is an isomorphism on L, so pu
on Cu. This finishes the first case.
Now let C be an arbitrary compact TPL, and let E
{endpoints of C}.
Define a new TPL C’ in the following way:

03C0C’CU:

=

n£)( p)

=

For every e E E take a pl-component Le and a point Pe e Le and replace e by
the component Le such that CBLe ~ Le = {pe}. If C is compact then C’
is a compact TPL without endpoints, so T(C’) is compact. T(C) c T(C’) and
T(C’)BT(C) = {Le|e ~ E}. {Le} c T(C’ ) is open, so {Le|e ~ E} c T(C’ ) is open.
This shows that T(C) T(C’)B{Le|e ~ E} is closed in T(C’), so it is compact.
=

2.22. DEFINITION. For
L of C let

a

group r

acting

on a

TPL C and

a P1-component
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2.23. THEOREM. Let r be an abelian group acting on a compact TPL C, then
either all elements of r have a common fixpoint on C, or there is a P1component L c C such that rL rand 0393L ~ (Z/2Z)2. In suitable coordinates rL
=

acts on L by z ~ ± z±1.
Proof. As C is compact T(C) is compact and G acts on T(C). By Theorem
1.15 the elements of r have a common fixpoint pe T(C). If p is a special point,
then this is a fixpoint of r for the action on C. If p is a P1-component L of C
then r/rL is an abelian group acting effectively on a P1. Then either r/rL has
a common

fixpoint,

2.24. THEOREM.

h/rL acts on P’1 by z ~ + z± 1.
If L is a P1-component of C then one of the following cases
or

occurs:

(2) r2 =F

rand it exists F

c

L

consisting of one

or

two

points

such that

Proof. Suppose r£ =1= r, if rL (Z/2Z)2 then rL acts on L by z ~ ±z±1, so
there is no common fixpoint of rL on L.
Suppose rL :0 r. Let y e rBr Land p 03C0L(03B3(L)). Choose lp e rL such that
~(p) ~ p then
=

=

r.
This shows that rL
So let rL:0 (Z/2Z)’. If 0393L ~ {1} then there are one or two fixpoints of rL on
L as rL is abelian. With the same argument as above we see that nL(y(L» is a
fixpoint of rL for all ye rBr L.
If rL
{1} let y E rBrL and F {03C0L(03B3(L)), 03C0L(03B3-1(L)}. Let CBL ~i~IDi,
where Di are the connected components. Let D1~ L 7rL(y(L»,
D2 n L 7rL(Y - ’(L»: Suppose there is a £5 E rBrL such that 03C0L(03B4(L)) ~ F; then
03B4(L) n D= 0, 03B4(L) ~ D2 0. Let D be the connected component of CBL
such that 03B4(L) ~ D ~ ~; then y(D) ce D1 and 03B4(D1) ~ D. But then
03B3(03B4(L)) ~ y(D) c D1, 03B4(03B3(L)) ~ 03B4(D1) c D, so L c D 1 n D 0, as r is abelian.
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

3. Stable group actions

on

TPL’s

The aim of this section is to classify the possible actions of a given group r on
TPL’s. As usual in moduli problems this necessitates a suitable notion of
stability. We propose the following:
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3.1. DEFINITION. A r-action p: r - Aut(C) on a TPL C over k is called
stable if the following holds:
(i) there is x ~ C(k) with fx {1}, where fx:= {03B3 ~ 0393: 03C1(03B3)(x) xl denotes the
stabilizer of x.
(ii) if C’ is a TPL over k, p’ : Ir Aut(C’) a r-action, ~: C - C’ a surjective
r-equivariant morphism, and x’ E C’ with 0393x’ = {1}, then lp is an isomorphism.
A point x as in (i) will be called markable if it is either non-special or an end
point of C.
Very roughly speaking, the first condition ensures that the TPL is not too
small for the given action, and the second that it is not too big.
To obtain a well defined moduli functor we extend this definition to families
of TPL’s and introduce the obvious equivalence relation:
=

3.2. DEFINITION. (a) Let S be a provariety and n : C - S a TPL over S. A
homomorphism p: r - Auts CIS (:= {03B1 c- Aut(C): no a nl) is called a stable
r-action on C if there is a section x: S ~ C such that for any s E S the restriction
ps: r - Aut Cs (Cs:= n-l(s) is a stable f-action on the TPL Cs over k(s) with
x(s) as markable point.
(b) Two stable r-actions (C, p) and (C’, p’) on TPL’s C, C’ are called
equivalent if there is an isomorphism f : C - C’ such that p’ = f* p, where
f*(03B1):=f03B1f-1 for a c- Aut(C).
This moduli functor is closely related to the functor of "(r, M)-TPL’s"
investigated in [H], Section 4: recall that for a set M with a given r-action, a
(r, M)-TPL is a stable M-marked TPL (C, lp) together with a r-action
p: r - Aut(C) on C that is compatible with lp in the sense that 03C1(03B3)~(m) = ~(03B3m)
for all 03B3 ~ 0393, m E M. Since for a given (r, M)-TPL (C, lp) the corresponding
r-action p is unique (see the proof of [H], Prop.8) we obtain a natural
transformation of moduli functors "(r, M)-TPL’s" ~ "stable r-actions on
TPL’s" which on the level of objects is given by (C, lp, p) - (C, p).
We shall investigate this transformation in the special case M
T’, the
r-action being left multiplication. Our main result is:
=

=

3.3. THEOREM. For an abelian group r, the map (C, lp, p) ~ (C, p) induces an
equivalence between the categories of isomorphy classes of stable r-equivariantly
r-marked TPL’s on the one hand and equivalence classes of stable r-actions on
TPL’s on the other hand.

Together with [H], Proposition 9, which states that the functor "(f, M)TPL’s" is representable by a provariety B0393M, this theorem means that for
abelian r we have a fine moduli space for stable r-actions on TPL’s.
We briefly recall the construction of B0393M from [H], Section 4: it is based on
the notion of the (generalized) cross ratio 03BBx1,x2,x3,x4 of four mutually distinct
points x1,x2,x3,x4 in a TPL C (over a field k): If L denotes the median
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of x 1, x2, x3, in C, then 03BBx1,x2,x3,x4 is defined to be the usual cross
ratio of 03C0L(x1),...,03C0L(x4) on the projective line L. These cross ratios satisfy the

component

usual relations,

see

[GHP], (1.3)

Now for a set M, a stable M-marked TPL
elements v 1, ... ,v4 in M, we put

(C, 9),

and any four distinct

get coordinates for M-TPL’s: the subset of (P’)’
(V = {(03C51,...,V4)e M4|vi ~ Vi’ i e j 1) defined by the above equations turns out
In

this way

we

that classifies M-TPL’s.
If a group r acts on M, then r-equivariant markings
are characterized by the additional equations
to be

a

provariety BM

on

TPL’s with r-action

for all y E r and all v 1, ... , v4. They define the sub-provariety B0393M of BM which
classifies (r, M)-TPL’s.
For the rest of this section, r will be an abelian group ôf at least three
elements. The compatibility of our map (C, cp, 03C1)~(C, p) with morphisms of
provarieties being obvious, the proof of the theorem is reduced to showing that
for any provariety S the set B03930393(S) of isomorphism classes of (r, r)-TPL’s over
S is mapped bijectively onto the set Ar(S) of equivalence classes of stable
r-actions on TPL’s over S. We shall treat first the case S Spec(k) in some
detail, leaving the easy extension of the arguments to the case of a family to
the reader (see also remark 3.11).
So fix a field k. Our first aim is to show:
=

3.4 PROPOSITION. For any
C is stable.

(C,

(p,

p) ~ B03930393(k), the corresponding

r-action p

on

The proof requires some preparation:
For (C, ç, p)E B03930393(k), we know by theorem 2.23 that there is either a common
fixed point P E C(k) of all 03B3 ~ 0393, or a P1-component L of C on which r acts
through the Klein group V4. In this case let P be an arbitrary non-special point
of L(k).
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3.5 LEMMA. Let S := S(x, P) be the segment between x := ~(1) and P. Then
for any P’-component D of S with D n rx ~ there exists ye 0393B{1} such that
y ID = idD’
Proof. Since rx makes C into a stable r-TPL, each P1-component of C is
median component of three translates of x. Thus there are y i, 72 C- r such that
D = Jl(x, 03B31(x), Y2(X». We may assume that 03C0D(03B31(x)) is different from
Q := nD(x) and Q’:= 7rD(P)’
=

nonspecial, then y(D) D for all y e r. Otherwise there is one further
P1-component D of C such that y(D) D or D for all 03B3 ~ 0393.
Since 03C0D(03B3 1(x)) = 03C0D(03B31(Q)) ~ P by assumption, we must have y,(D) D.
Note that 03B31(Q) = 03C0D(03B3 1(x)) ~ Q.
As x ~ D, there is a P1-component D’ c S, D’ ~ D, and there is yi e r such
that D’ = p(x, 03B3’~(X), 03B32(x)). Then 03C0D(03B3’1(x)) = 03C0D(x) ~ P, thus 03B3’1(D) = D, and
moreover 03B3’1(Q)
Q.
Now yi and 03B31 both act on D, but not with the same fixed points. Then they
cannot commute unless 03B3’1|D
idD.
If P is

=

=

=

=

=

We may choose y2 in such a way that 03C0D(03B32(x)) = 7rD(p) Q’. Then Q’
is a fixed point of "11. Choose a P1-component D’ of S with D’ 94- S(D, P), and
choose yi such that D’ = M(x, 03B3’1(x), y2(x)). Then if 03B3’1(D) D, the same
argument as in case 1 applies.
Next suppose that y i (D) c S(D, P), 03B3’1(D) ~ D. Then 03B31(03B3’1(D)) =
y i (D), and 7ry.(D)(D), 03C003B3’1(D)(P) are fixed points of 03B31. Then we get a contradiction
=

=

from

Finally

suppose D
this time that Q

=

S(y’i(D), P), y’1(D) ~ D. Again y1 acts on 03B3’1(D), implying
03C0D(03B3’1(D)) should be a fixed point of 03B31, which is false by

c

assumption.
Case 3.

Changing the roles of 03B31(x) and x if necessary we may assume that
D c S(y 1(D), P) (otherwise 03C0D(03B31(x)) had to be one of Q, Q’). We claim that the
union S of all S(y i (D), P), n 1 is a chain of projective lines on which yacts:
S is obviously y l-invariant. If a, b, c are in S we find n 0 such that a, b, c are
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03B3n1(S(P, D)) since S(03B3n1(D), P) is contained in S(03B3n+11(D), P). But if any three
points of a TPL lie on a straight line, the TPL is itself a chain. Note that
S n S S(D, P). Now choose D’ and y i as before (in particular D’ cf:. S). By the
same argument as for y 1, 03B3’1 acts on a chain S’ containing S(D’, P). Then
03B3’1() c S is impossible unless y?(D) D; but in this case 03B3’1| D has to fix Q, Q’
and 03C0D(03B3 1(x)), i.e. 03B3’1| D idD .
If 03B3’1() ~ , then 03C0(03B3’1()B) is in the r-orbit of 03C0D(03B3 1(x)), thus certainly
not a fixed point of y 1. This contradicts lemma 1.18.
all in

=

=

=

3.6 LEMMA. With notation

as

before,

C’ :=

~03B3~0393 03B3(S(x,

P)) is

a

dense subtree

of C.
Proof.

C’ is connected since P is a common point of all translates of S(x, P),
union of segments of C, thus C’ is a subtree of C.
Suppose there is a p1-component D of C not contained in C’. By stability of
the r-marking rx we find Y 11 72 c- r such that D P(XI 03B31(x), 72M)’ Of course
we may assume that nD(Y2(x» =F 03C0D(P). But then D ~ S(P, Y2(X» c C’, a
contradiction.
It follows that C’ contains all P1-components of C, thus is dense in C.

and it is

a

=

Proof. (Prop. 3.4) x ç(1) is clearly markable,
condition (ii) of definition 3.1.
Recall that a surjective morphism of TPL’s is
=

so we

only

have to check

a contraction of a closed
subforest F such that for any connected component Fo of F, CBFo has at most
two connected components ([H], lemma 3.3). Such a contraction is requivariant if and only if F is r-invariant. So let F be a closed r-invariant
subforest of C.

Case 1. x E F.

Assume that F is contractible, and denote by C’ the contracted tree. Let y e C
such that the image y’ of y in C’ has trivial stabilizer. Then by lemma 3.5 and
3.6, y is in the closure of 0393· L, L being the component of C containing x. But
then y 6 F, and again by lemma 3.5, the stabilizer of the image of F in C’ is
nontrivial.
Case 2.

x fi F.

Then F n rx = 0 since F is r-invariant. Let D be a P1-component of F, and
let y 1, Y2 e r such that D Jl(x, Y 1(x), 03B32(x)). Then clearly x, 03B31(x) and 72(x) are
on three different connected components of CBF, thus F is not contractible.
The next step in the proof of theorem 3.3 is
=

3.7 PROPOSITION. The map 03B1k:B03930393(k) ~ Ar(k), (C,
Proof. Let (C, p)eAr(k).

cp, p)H (C, p), is injective.
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First suppose that no end point of C has trivial stabilizer. Then it follows
from lemma 3.5 and 3.6 that there is only one r-orbit of P1-components of C
Y be a component in this orbit
on which points with trivial stabilizer exist.
and x E Y(k) such that rx = {1}. Denote by ~: 0393 ~ C(k) the map given by
cp(y) y(x), and assume that (p is a stable 0393-marking on C.
Let cp’ be another stable r-equivariant 0393-marking of C. Then there is a
component Ver’ Y and a point x’e Y’(k) such that ~’ is given by ç’(1) x’.
Let 03B3 ~ 0393 with Y’ y Y; then applying the automorphism y we may assume
Y’ = Y
From theorem 2.24 we see that 0393Y has at most two fixed points on Y (and
both are, of course, different from x and x’). Let a: Y - Y be an automorphism
with the same set F of fixed points as 0393Y, and mapping x to x’ (in coordinates,
we may normalize such that F
{0, ~} or F = {~}, resp.; then a(z) = (x’/x)z
or 03B1(z)
z + x - x’, resp.). Extend ot in the most trivial way to a r-equivariant
automorphism of C. Then a carries the marking cp into ~’, showing that
(C, (p, p) and (C, (p, p) are the same point in Br(k).
Now consider the case of markable end points. Observe that by [H], Prop.
8 two r-equivariant markings cp, cp’ of (C, p) give the same point in Br(k) if
and only if all cross ratios 03BB03B31,...,03B34(03B3i ~ T’) agree for cp and 9’.
So let x := 9(l), x’:= ~’(1), and let 03B30,
03B33 be four distinct elements in r;
of
r-invariance
the
cross
ratios
we
1. Let L be the
the
by
may assume yo
median component of x, y 1 (x) and y2(x) in C, and let C’ be the subtree of C
spanned by L, 03B3- 11(L), 03B3-12(L) and 03B3-13(L). Note that C’ cannot obtain any end
point of C. Since by lemma 3.6 the subtree of C spanned by the orbit of x’ is
dense in C, we find 03B3~0393 such that 03C0C’(x) = 03C0C’(03B3(x’)). In particular we have
03C003B3-1i(L)(x) = 03C003B3-1i(L)(03B3(x’)) fori = 1, 2, 3, and this implies 03C0L(03B3i(x)) = 03C0L(03B3iY(X’».
It follows that

Let

=

=

=

=

=

... ,

=

To

complete the proof of theorem

3.8

PROPOSITION. ak is surjective.

3.3 it remains to show

For the proof let (C, p)e Ar(k); we have to show that we can choose a suitable
markable x E C(k) such that 9: 0393 ~ C(k), 03B3 ~ 03B3(x) makes C into a (r, r)-TPL.
This means (see definition 4.1 in [H]):

(a) any P1-component of C is median component of three marked points
(b) the median of three marked points is never a special point

Property (a)

is verified for any markable x,

3.9 LEMMA. Let p: 0393 ~

Aut(C) be a stable

as

the

following lemma shows:

0393-action

on

C, and let xe C(k) with
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rx

=

{1}.

Then

any P1-component of

C is median component

of points

in the

orbit

of x.
Proof. Let D be a P1-component of C. Observe that any branch of C
emerging at D has nonempty intersection with rx : otherwise the r-orbit of that
branch could be contracted.
First suppose D n 0393x ~ 0. Then T’D {1}; if 0393D ~ {1} then D contains at
least two different images of x, and as r is assumed to be different from Z/2Z,
there is a third image of x somewhere in C, projecting onto a third point on D
(cf. theorem 2.24). If instead rD is trivial, we are done if v(D) is of valency 2
in the intersection graph of C. If rD is trivial and v(D) is of valency one, the
intersection point y of D with CBD cannot be fixed by any 03B3 ~ 0393: because
y(y) = y would either imply y(D) D, hence y E rD, which is absurd; or else
y(D) = D’, y of order 2, C Du D’, r {1, 03B3}, which is also excluded. Thus we
have shown ry = {1}; but then we can contract D to y, contradicting the
stability of p.
Suppose now i’x n D = Qf . Then 0393· D is contractible unless the valency of
v(D) is at least 3. But this implies already, as we have seen, that D is median
component of three points in the orbit of x.
Property (b) is a little more subtle. An end point cannot be a median, and
a special point of valency two can only be the median of three points if it is
itself one of the three points. Thus we have to show
=

=

=

=

3.10 LEMMA. Let p: 0393 ~ Aut(C) be a stable r-action on C. Then there exists
x E C(k) with rx = {1} which is either nonspecial or an end point of C.
Proof. By definition C(k) contains xo with-trivial stabilizçr. Assume that xo
is special, but not an end point of C. Then CB{x0} consists of two connected
components CI, C2, one of which, say C1, contains the common fixed point P
(resp. the component L on which r acts through V4).
We claim that C2 contains a P1-component with trivial stabilizer (on which
we then can find x as required). Thus let D be a P’-component of C2, and
assume 03930D ~ {1}. Then D cannot contain an image of xo, i.e. D n rxo = 0.
Using lemma 3.9 we find y 1, Y2 e r such that nD(xO)’ nD(y 1(x0)) and nD(y 2(x0))
are all three distinct. Note that Xo e S(D, P), and P is common fixed point of r;
therefore 03B3i (i
1, 2) cannot fix D, more precisely 03C0D(03B3i(D)) = 03C0D(03B3i(x0)),
i = 1, 2. Noting finally that nD(Y i 1 (D» = nD(xO)’ we get a contradiction to
theorem 2.24. Note that we have proved a little more than claimed, namely that
no P1-component D of C2 has nontrivial rD.
=

3.11 REMARK. All arguments in the above proof carry over immediately to
the situation of a family C/S of TPL’s over a provariety S, except the last
lemma: although we have shown that we can choose a suitable markable point
x in each fibre it would in general be impossible to modify a given section
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S - C if it happens to pass through a nonmarkable point with trivial stabilizer.
For this reason we required in definition 3.2 the section x: S ~ C to be
markable. Note that inserting S Spec(k) in definition 3.2 does not give back
definition 3.1, but lemma 3.10 shows that nevertheless both definitions are
=

equivalent.
4. The structure of BZZ
In this section we show that the moduli space for stable actions of Z on TPL’s,
which according to thm. 3.3 is the provariety Bg, is itself a TPL. It has a "root
component" on which all Z-actions on P1 lie, but this component, as well as
any other component of BZZ, intersects infinitely many other components.
Recall from section 3.3 (or from [H], sect. 4) that Bz is the sub-provariety
of (P1)V, V = {(a1,...,a4): ai ~ Z, ai :0 ai for i ~ j}, which in the inhomogeneous coordinates ,ta,b,c,d, (a, b, c, d) e V is given by the equations

for all (a, b, c, d)e Jt: ne 7L
Every 03BBa,b,c,d is a morphism BZZ ~ P1 and the equations have to be understood
as abbreviations for the corresponding homogeneous equations in ay and by,
where (av: bv). In particular relation (iv) may be misleading in its inhomogeneous form as 03BBa,b,c,e is only determined by 03BBa,b,c,d and 03BBa,b,d,e if the
product is not of the form 0 - oo.
One can derive the following formulas (a, b, c, x, y, ne N, a b c, x y,
2 n):
=

Proof
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One gets the formulas by induction.
Let Àn:= )1.1.2,n,0 and 03BB: = Àl,2,3,0.
3 then Àv, ve V is determined by À.
4.1 LEMMA. If 03BBn ~ 0, 1, co bn
then
oo
If
~
0,
1,
equation (2) makes sense and induction
Proof. 03BB1,2,n,0
shows that 03BB0,1,x,y ~ ~, 1, since )1.0,1 ,2,y 1 Ây. So equation (1) makes sense
and 03BB0,a,b,c ~ oo. Now equations (i)-(iii) give us every coordinate.
=

4.2 COROLLARY. There is

an

-

irreducible component

Bo of BZZ

7L-equivariantly marked tree of
point p c- BZZ. p is determined by

Now

on

which

pl. The corresponding action of 7L is the action

ÀI,2,3,0 is an isomorphism
pll(n)(z) = M"z on pl with 03BB1,2,3,0 =: [03BC/(1 + Jl)2] (for general Jl).
Proof. Let ~: Z ~ P1 be defined by ~(n)=03BCn, then (Pl, pu, ~)
to

projective lines,

so

there is

a

is

a

stable

corresponding

by construction

equation (i)-(iv) are exactly the equations that hold for cross-ratios of
markings. As 03BB1,2,3,0 determines all other coordinates by using these equations
(for general 03BC), all coordinates equal the cross-ratios.
The

4.3 REMARK. ,u and 03BC-1 give the same action
with z ~ 1/z. 03BC and Jl- give the same À as

03BB = M

=

0

implies, that Â,,

b, c, so every coordinate
following:

=

0 Vn, therefore 03BB 1,x,y,0

can

be

computed.

The

by conjugating

=

0 Vx, y and

corresponding

the action p

1 Va,
action is the

03BB0,a,b,c

=
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Take

a

tree of

projective lines

such that the intersection

graph

is

equal

to:

and let 7L. act on that tree by translating the components, and fixing the ends.
From now on let Â ~ 0.
1 we get Â = 1 4. The corresponding action p is given by
For Il
1 then 03BB1,2,n,0 CR(03BC, Jl2, 03BCn, 1) CR(y 03BC2,1,1)
1
z
1. If Jln
+
p(l)(z)
(n a 3). If )"n 0 then À.n-l1 = 1 03BB/03BBn = 1 03BB/0 = 1 oo oo, as Â ~ 0. If
03BBn = oo then 03BBn-1 = 1 À./À.n 1 Â/oo 1 0 = 1, if Â ~ oo. From this we
see that in the case 03BBn c- {0, 1, ~} for one n and Â ~ ~, there is a minimal no
such that À.no 1 and 03BBn ~ 0, 1, oo dn no. Then À.no+= 00, Ân. + 2 0,
03BBno+3 À, À.no+4 À.4 and so on by equation (3). As BZZ is compact we have to
check now what action we get, if Il tends to a no-th primitive root of unity 03BE.
=

=

=

=

-

=

=

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

=

-

=

=

=

=

4.4 DEFINITION. Let Çn be a n-th primitive root of unity, n 3. Let C 4n be a
tree of projective lines with components Co,..., Cn where the point (ç n)i on Co is
identified with oo on Ci. Define an action po of Z on C in the following way:
po(1) acts on Co by multiplication with 03BEn. po(l) maps Ci isomorphically onto
Ci+ 1 for i 1,..., n - 1 and Cn isomorphically onto C1 such that po(n) acts on
Cl by translation. Then po(n) acts on every Ci by translation.
=

4.5 LEMMA The point Â [03BEn/(1 + 03BEn)2] on Bo corresponds to the actiou po
on
C Çn defined in 4.4.
Proof.One can check every coordinate explicitly, for example
(see Remark 4.3). Now 03BBn,2n,3n,0(P1, PJ = CR(Jln, Jl2n, Jl3n,
+
1) = [03BCn/(1 Il n)2] so for Jl-+ Çn the coordinate gets 1 4.
=

03BBn,2n,3n,0(C03BEn) = 1 4

çn(n &#x3E; 2) there is an irreducible component Bçn of BZZ.
B03BEn Bo = {p}, 03BB1,2,3,0(p) = [03BEn/(1 + çn)2]. Bçn is isomorphic to PI, À.O,1,n,2n is

4.6 LEMMA. For every
n

coordinate on Bçn and 03BB0,1,n,2n(p) = 2. Let 03C103BC be the action on C 4n acting on
the components like po but let 03C103BC(n) : Ci -+ Ci be the multiplication with Jl, then
(C03BEn, 03C103BC) E B03BEn for general p and 03BB0,1,n,2n(C03BEn, Pli) = p + 1.
a

4.7 REMARK.

03BB0,n,2n,3n is not a coordinate on Bçn’

as

(see Remark 4.3). But in this case the actions are not equivalent, as the fixed
points of the action 03C103BC on Ci are not equivalent for one fixed point lies on Co.
So one cannot conjugate with z
1/z.
~

We have to prove that for ;,
[03BEn/(1 + çn)2J the
determines in general all other coordinates. Let p e BZZ be a

Proof. (Lemma 4.6)
coordinate

03BB0,1,n,2n

=
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point with ;,(p) [03BEn/(1 + çn)2]. Let (C, p, cp) be the stable marked tree of
projective lines corresponding to p. Let L be the component corresponding to
the median of ç(0) 9(l), cp(2). Let nL: C -+ L be the projection of C onto L,
pi = 03C0L(~(i))~L. 03BB1,2,k,0 ~ 0, 1, 00 for 3 k n so Po,..., Pk are distinct. Z
operates on L, as p(l)(L) = 03C1(1)(03BC(~(0), ~(1), cp(2»)= 03BC(~(1), ~(2), 9(3» = L,
because 03C0L(~(1)) = P1, nL(cp(2» Pl, 03C0L(~(3)) P3 are distinct (the median
component of three points in a tree of projective lines is characterized by the
fact that the projections of the three points are different). Now 03BB1,2,n,0 1 so
Po Pn, as 03BB1,2,n,0(C, p, cp) CR(P1, P2, Pn, Po) 1 iff Po Pn . Therefore
Pi=Pj~i~jmod n. p(n)(Pi)=Pi Yi so p(n)IL = idL therefore p(l) ePGL2(k(p»
is an element of order n. After conjugation 03C1(1) is of the form z ~ Çnz. From
this we get À,a,b,c,d(P) CR(03BEan, 03BEbn, 03BEcn,03BEdn) if U {a, b, c, d} ~ Z/nZ is at least 3.
Using equation (iv) one gets À,a,b,c,d(P) 1 for a ~ b mod n, c, d ~ a mod n.
Using this one gets À,a,b,c,d À,a,b,c,d’ if a ~ b ~ c mod n, d, d’ ~ a mod n. Now
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

03BBn,2n,3n,0 is always determined by 03BB0,1,n,2n. So if 03BBn,2n,3n,0 is not a root of 1
every coordinate 03BBa,b,c,d is determined if a = b c = d mod n. Now only the
coordinates 03BB0,1,in,jn are left to examine. One can compute the following
so

~

formula:

So for

general

p the coordinate

03BB0,1,in,jn is determined by 03BB0,1,n,2n unless

1. Using an equation like (2) where 1, x, y is replaced by
n, nx, ny it follows that 03BB0,n,2n,(j-i+2)n = 1. Then y must be a root of 1. The
remaining statements of Lemma 4.6 are proved by computing the coordinates
But then

À.O,n,in,jn =

D

explicitly.

4.8 REMARK. Now the only case that is left is À ao, this corresponds to
03BC ~ - 1. In this case the construction in Def. 4.4 does not work as on the
component Co only two points are special so (C-1, 03C103BC) is not a stable tree.
=
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happens is that Co is contracted to a point, so C1 and C2 intersect in
point, 03C103BC(1) interchanges Cl and C2 and 03C103BC(2) acts on Ci by multiplication
with y. This gives us the correct tree (C-1, 03C103BC).
What

one

One has to do similar

computations as before

4.9 LE M M A. There is

an

À1,2,3,O(P) =

is

00.03BB0,1,2,4

get

irreducible component B- 1 of B’, B - 1 n Bo {p},
a coordinate on B-1, ÀO,1,2,4(P) 2. The tree (C-1,03C103BC)

Remark 4.8 is the tree
03BB0,1,2,4(C-1,P)= 1 + Il.

of

to

=

=

corresponding

to

a

general point of B-1.

4.10 REMARK. If the coordinate on B03BEn gets special one has to repeat the
previous arguments: so one gets that BZZ has a root component Bo, and for
every root Çn of 1 there is another component B 4n that intersects Bo in one
point. Every new component intersects another component in every root of 1
and so on. As BZZ is compact there have to be points at the end of every
sequence of components. These points correspond to trees of projective lines
where the fix group of every P1-component does not act effectively on that
component. If for example the fix group of every component acts by multiplication with the same 03BEp, the end points of that tree correspond to the p-adic
numbers Zp. A marking of that tree must always lie on those end points. The
fix group of an end point is just {1}.
4.11 REMARK. For a point p ~ BZZ which does not lie on the base component
Bo there is a component Lo of the corresponding TPL on which the generator
of Z acts through multiplication by a root of unity. So any point of Lo has
infinite stabilizer. Hence discontinuous actions of Z only occur on Bo. Here we
have the coordinate ),. À1,2,3,O (see cor. 4.2), and Z acts on Lo = P1through
z ~ 03BCz with )i
[p/(1 + Jl)2]. The action is discontinuous if and only if |03BC| ~ 1.
Since 03BB(03BC)
À(1/p) (see remark 4.3) and 03BB(03BC) )i(p) we see that |03BC|2 Jlji = 1
is equivalent to 03BB ~ R ~ {~} and 1 4 03BB oo. So we have shown:
=

=

=

=

4.12 PROPOSITION. The domain D(Z):=
discontinuous actions of Z on a TPL over C.

CB[1 4, oo)

=

is the moduli space

of

Note that 03BB 0 corresponds to p 0 (or y
oo) and that the corresponding
action (described in remark 4.3) is discontinuous. Via the mapping 03BC ~ 03BB(03BC),
D(Z) is conformally equivalent to the extended Schottky space S1 =
{03BC ~ C: Ilil 1} considered in [GH], § 5.
=

=

=

5. Finite abelian groups
The most elementary application of the theory in this paper is to a finite
abelian group r. Of course, the finiteness of r implies that all occuring moduli
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dimensional projective varieties, thus the machinery of
not
does
enter the game in this case. Nevertheless we can apply
provarieties
theorem 3.3 in a not completely trivial way to obtain the number of different
actons of r on a TPL, and to see how they fit together into a scheme over Z.
In a first step we qualitatively describe all possible stable actions of a finite
abelian group on a TPL and thus reduce the question (up to combinatorics)
to the classification of cyclic actions.
spaces

zero

are

5.1 PROPOSITION.
TPL.

(a) Any finite

abelian group r admits

a

stable action

on

a

(b) for

any surjective group homomorphism a: r ~ V4 there is a stable action
TPL C and a P’-component L of C such that 0393L ~ V4 and r£ ker a.
r
on
a
of
Proof. (a) Write r in some way as a direct sum of cyclic groups:
=

0393 ~

Cn
i

X

...

x

C nk

(where Cn denotes a cyclic group of order n). Choose generators 03C3i of C,,, and
begin with a IFD l-component L on which a,1 acts with order n1 (i.e. through
multiplication by an nl-th root of unity), whereas for i 2, 03C3i acts trivially on
L.

Next let L0,...,Ln1-1 be P1-components intersecting L in P0,...,Pn1-1
such that Po is not a fixed point of (1., and Pi = 03C3i1(P0) for i
1,..., n 1 - 1.
is
such
that
a
fixed
of
on
order
act
with
Let 03C32
point Q2. Extend the
n2
Po
Lo
action of u,1 and U2 to all L, by requiring 03C3i1(L0) = Li and 03C3203C3i1(x) = 03C3i103C32(x)
for i 1,..., n1 - 1 and all x ~ L0. Let a, act trivially on L0,...,Ln1-1 for
i = 3, ... , k. (If n= 2, L has to be contracted).
Now continue this construction inductively: in the next step, take P1components Lu, i 0,...,n1 - 1; j 0,..., n2 - 1 such that Lu intersects Li
in Pu and Pij = 03C3i103C3j2(P00) ~ P00 for all (i, j) ~ (0, 0). U3 acts with order n3 on
Loo, and the action of 03C31, a 2 and 63 is extended to all Lu as in the previous
step. Again, (1 j acts trivially for j 4.
We end up with a TPL C having 1 + n+ nIn2 +... + n···nk-1 components. Any point on an end component of C is markable (except for the fixed
points of 03C3k), and the action is clearly stable since r acts transitively on the set
of end components (each of which contains nk 2 marked points), and all
other components by construction have valency 3 in the intersection tree
=

=

=

=

T(C).
(b) Choose (11and 03C32 in 0393 such that 03B1(03C31) and a(62) generate V4.

Let aand
trivially. This extends in
an obvious way to an action of r on L (y e r acts like the chosen representative
of 03B1-1(03B1(03B3)).) In particular ker a acts trivially on L. Now write ker a as a direct
sum of cyclic groups and construct a TPL Co for ker a as in (a); choose a point
P on L which is not fixed by 03C31, (12 or 03C33:= 61Q2, and an ordinary point Q on

03C32 act on a

P1-component L such

that

U2

and

Q2

act
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the base component of Co, and glue Co and L by identifying Q and P. Finally
take copies CI, C2 and C3 of Co intersecting L in a (P), Q2(P), and U3(P), resp.,
such that O’i(CO) C;.
=

5.2 Recall that the only finite abelian subgroups of PGL2 (over an arbitrary
field) are the cyclic groups, and V4. Now if an arbitrary finite abelian group r

know from thm. 2.23 that C has a base component L on
fixed point of all elements of r lies, or on which r acts
through V4. The above remark implies that r L is cyclic or V4. Moreover r L acts
transitively on the set {L1,...,Ln} of components of C intersecting L ; again
is cyclic, and the commutativity of r requires that 03930Li is the same group
for all i.
The same reasoning applies to the components of C that intersect the L,, etc.
Hence the construction in the proof of prop. 5.1 almost describes the most
general case, and the study of all possible r-actions on TPL’s reduces to cyclic
groups, plus the combinatorics of how to decompose a given finite abelian
group into cyclic groups (which we shall not treat in this paper).

acts on a TPL C we

which the

common

0393Li

5.3 Let r be a cyclic group of order n. Then B0393 is the variety Bn of stable
n-pointed TPLB which is embedded into (P1Z)N by the cross ratios 03BB03B31,...,03B34, y; e r,
Yi ’1= 7j for i ’1= j (N being the number of such quadrupels). r acts on Br by left
multiplication on the indices of the coordinates, and Br is the fixed scheme of
this action, see [H], remark following Prop. 8. To simplify notation we identify
r with the integers 0,..., n - 1, the action being addition modulo n, and we
write Bi instead of Br. Then Bn is the closed subvariety of Bn given by the
equations

The inclusion {0,...,n- 1} c, Z induces a surjective morphism Bz - Bn under
which BZZ projects onto B". Thus we can use the calculations of the previous
section, in particular lemma 4.1, to see that the value of

determines a point in Bnn unless 03BB012k=0, 1 or oo for some
k~ {0,...,n- 1}. Remark 4.3 tells us that it is sufficient to deal with )"0 12k 0,
and that (since )"0 I2n 0) this can only occur if k divides n. Thus if n is prime
the points in Bi are precisely the solutions to

completely

=

=
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Now let

Then from the

which

gives

cross

(2)

the

we

get for k

=

2, ... , n - 3:

equations (1) reduce to

the recursion formula
coefficient

use

integer

(1)

the recursion formula

Note that in view of

Now

ratio relations and

Equation (3)

now

(2)

to

write Âk

as a

rational function of t with

yields the polynomial

5.4 LEMMA.

degPn(t)
Proof. Writing (2) in

=

[(n - 1)/2]
of p. and qk we find

terms

verifies that for k
1, ... , n - 3, (1 - t)
divides Pk but not qk, and that moreover qk and pk are relatively prime. Hence
we may from (2’) read off the recursion formulas for the numerator and the
denominator of 03BBk:
now

by induction

one

immediately

=
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Inserting (2")

into

(5)

we

obtain

thus

1 - t we have p= 1 - t and q= 1. Thus from (2") we conclude
Since 03BB1
by induction that for all k, the leading coefficient of qk is positive and that of
Pk is negative. It follows that degpk+1= deg qk + 1 and deg qk+1= max(deg qk,
deg pk), thus again by induction
=

and
in

particular deg P n

=

deg qn -1

=

[(n - 1)/2].

The [(n - 1)/2] zeroes of Pn(t) are the finite values of t for the points in Bn.
(One should show that they are all different). t oo is a solution of (3) if and
only if deg pn-3 &#x3E; deg qn-3, and this is in view of (6) equivalent to n being even
(in fact t oo corresponds to the divisor 2 of n). Thus we have proved.
=

=

5.5 COROLLARY. If n 3 is a prime number, then Bnn is isomorphic with the
zero-dimensional scheme Spec(Z[t]/Pn(t)), and this scheme has (n - 1)/2
geometric points (at least in characteristic 0).

affine

Now suppose d is a divisor of n, more precisely n d· m with m 2 and d 2.
To determine the points in Bi where 03BB012d 0 (i.e. which are not determined
by the value of t), we have to use td:= 03BB0,1,2,2d because this is a coordinate on
the corresponding irreducible component of BZZ, see lemma 4.6 and remark 4.7.
=

=

LEMMA 5.6. With notation

as

above, td satisfies a polynomial of degree m

-

1.

there are m - 1 points of Bn corresponding to 03BB012d 0 if d is a prime,
otherwise the procedure has to be repeated for the divisors of d, with the same
kind of result.)
Proof. For k 1, let

(Hence

Under the

=

hypothesis 20I2d =

0

(i.e.

on

the

hypersurface of Bn defined by

this
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equation) we shall

which after

Now

prove the recursion formula

simplification of the

denominator

simply reads

writing xk =fklgk with polynomials fk and g.

we

find

Noting further

we

immediately

see

by induction

We also have

(where

all indices have to be taken modulo

and this is

a

polynomial

of degree

m -

n).

Hence

1 in t,,.

Proof of (8).
We first show

This holds because

03BB0,1,d,2

=

oo

by assumption, and 03BB0,1,2,d-1

~0

by

lemma 4.1
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(Otherwise 03BB0,1,2,1=0, a contradiction). Thus 03BB0,1,d,d- 1=03BB0,1,d,2.ÀO,t,2,d-l= ~,
hence 03BBd-1,0,d,1= (1
03BB0,1,d,d-1)-1 = 0.
-

The next step is to show

This is because

We

use

03BBd,1,2,0

=

1

-

(1 -

03BB0,1,2,d)-1=

0 and hence

this result to calculate

Proof of (7).

claimed.
From this lemma (and its analog for divisors of d etc.) it is clear how to write
down explicitly Bn as an (affine) scheme and to determine the number of
geometric points on it. Since the formulas look somewhat awkward in general
we leave this to the interested reader.
as
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